Abstract-Intersection is an important component of the urban transport network. It is the main place where traffic congestion usually takes place. One of the key to solve urban transport problems is to organize the traffic in intersection reasonably and effectively.This paper learned the theory of signal control based on single intersection and then respectively set up different multiobjective optimization models according to high or low lane saturability.The paper aims to decrease the amount of vehicle delay and reduce the parking rate. The model is carried out through genetic algorithm based on Matlab. A case is shown that the methods of optimization models and genetic algorithm are effective and feasible.
INTRODUCTION
Intersection is a main component of urban transport network and also the place where has high incidence on traffic accidents. One of the way to solve above problems is optimizing the rule of signal timing. At present, most of intersections use fixed timing, that easily lead to demand dissatisfaction or waste time under the traffic flow changes a lot in a day or other extreme situations. Therefore, how to make full use of existing facilities has become the key to solve the congestion problem, especially when the urban road infrastructure is becoming more and more perfect.
Li Xiaona [1] proposes to meet the different needs of multiple traffic signal timing model, according to the traffic flow at the intersection of different performance indicators. Yan Li [2] et al propose a multi-objective optimization algorithm for improving the efficiency of traffic signal control. Throughput maximum and average queue ratio minimum are selected as the optimization objectives of the traffic signal control under oversaturated condition. Liu Jinming [3] proposes the multi-objective programming signal timing model of fuzzy compromise programming, and take the total delay, the number of stops and the capacity of traffic at intersections as indexs. ZHAO Wen-xiu [4] et al designs the traditional timing, classical fuzzy control and simulation of vehicles average time delay after genetic algorithms are optimized. Araghi.S [5] et al have a review on comparison between computational intelligence methods and fixed-time method for controlling traffic signal timing. It focus on Q-learning, neural network, and fuzzy logic system. This paper shows the intelligent controllers have higher performance compared to the fixed-time controller. Xiaoke Zhou [6] et al think traffic problems often occur due to the traffic demands by the outnumbered vehicles on road. Maximizing traffic flow and minimizing the average waiting time are the goals of intelligent traffic control.
Intersection signal control program is effective or not, directly related to the entire transport system operating efficiency. Considering a variety of complex traffic conditions in a whole day at the intersection, the paper research on optimizing timing rules of single intersection and set up different multi-objective optimization models according to high or low lane saturability.The paper aims to easing urban road congestion by making intersection operation efficiency and safety.
II. MULTI-OBJECTIVE SIGNAL TIMING MODEL
Currently, most of timing rules are based on Webster and we found that it's not satisfactory when the intersection has higher saturation .Considering above problems, the paper proposed a multi-objective signal timing method, which is different for low flow ratio (Y <0.75) and high flow ratio (0.75 ≤Y <0.95).The goal is to reduce the intersection delay factor, reduce the parking rate, increase effective vehicle throughput at the unit time.
A. Low Flow Ratio Timing Model
In general, the other conditions remain unchanged, the greater the signal cycle, the greater the capacity, but at the same time delay and parking rate also increases, especially when the intersection traffic is relatively small, too large capacity has no actual significance. Therefore, under this case, this paper chose the delay factor and the parking rate as the optimization goal to optimize.
In the condition of low flow ratio, different delay calculation methods all have good adaptability, so the choice is free, but this paper in order to be consistent with the calculation method under the high flow ratio, chose HCM method to calculate. The expression is as follows:
d-average delay per vehicle;
C-cycle time;
-split; q-standard traffic volume;
S-saturated flow;
X-Saturation, that is the ratio of maximum flow to lane capacity, = ;
For the parking rate, we use the Webster model for calculation.
y-flow ratio, y = According to the HCM delay formula, the average delay of the i th phase can be expressed as:
According to Webster model, the i th phase parking rate can be expressed as:
Note: each symbol has the same meaning as above
We assign them different weighting coefficients,
denote the total flow of the lane, K 2 means the delay time per parking time increases with the increase of the cycle time.
Then the objective function can be expressed as:
Subject to:
In the model, q , , are the input variables, and g , C are the output variables, that is, the desired variable.
B. High Flow Ratio Timing Model
Increasing capacity has become an urgent need in the context of high flows, but it has been noted that capacity and delay are negatively correlated, shows in the longer cycles, greater capacity, and the greater delays. When the cycle length increases to a certain value, its capacity is close to the design capacity of the intersection, but at this moment continue to increase the cycle length, capacity growth is more slowly, and the delay has increased dramatically.
In order to avoid this situation, the paper selected capacity and delay factors as the optimization goal, because the two are bound to each other, the optimal solution can be obtained.by coordinating the relationship between the two.
1) The choice of calculation methods.
The delay is calculated using the HCM method, which can be used when the saturation is smaller than 1.2. We thought the saturation is smaller than 1, although we discussed here is the high flow case. So we can use the formula for the calculation based on above conditions. For the capacity, use the formula to calculate.
2) The establishment of the objective function.
Since it is difficult to determine the weight relationship between traffic capacity and delay, it is not appropriate to build a model using linear relationships. Therefore, we used multiplication and division, the objective function is as follows:
where, k is a coefficient that we could adjust the value of k to make the value of delay is smaller than the capacity. K is desirable to be 1000. When the traffic capacity increases faster than the speed of delay increases, the function tends to optimize.
III. SOLVING ALGORITHM OF SINGLE-POINT TIMING MODEL

A. Model Solving Based on Genetic Algorithm
Based on the MATLAB platform, this paper solved the signal timing model of the single intersection by writing the corresponding m file as the fitness function of the genetic algorithm. As shown in Figure 1 , we assume that the intersection signal phase plan is fixed and the channelization scheme is known. Using genetic algorithm to slove the model,following is the chosen parameters.The number of variables is chosen to be 4 and the linear constraint is defined as "x (1) + x (2) + x (3) + x (4) <188"(the yellow light time is 3s, and the pre-loss is equal to post-compensation), the variable value is defined as "20≤x i≤80", the mating probability is 0.8, the mutation probability is 0.2, the population size is 20, and the operation is stopped when there is no evolution over 50 generations.
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From the results, we can see that the function stops computing after 297 generations. The final results are as follows: x (1) = 23.39, x (2) = 16.24, x (3) = 35.92, x (4) = 15.00. Because each phase green time is an integer, this group of data need to be further rounded operation.
IV. VALIDATION AND EVALUATION
In this paper, five sets of data are used for calculation. The selection of each lane flow ratio are shown in Table 1 according to the phase and channelization scheme shown in Fig.1 .
As Table 2 shown are the results by comparing the multiobjective optimization method proposed in this paper with the Webster timing method . From the above data, it can be seen that the optimization algorithm can significantly reduce the delay and the number of stops when the vehicles pass through the intersection, compared with the traditional Webster timing method, and the level of capacity has little advantage compared with the fixed period scheme. This may be due to the fact that the value of the capacity is relatively small compared to the value of the delay, making it difficult to take a decisive role in the calculation. This issue remains to be further improved in the follow-up work.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, the signal timing of single intersection is studied. Considering the different traffic ratio, three common evaluation indexes are taken into account, such as the total delay, the total number of stops and the maximum capacity, and the objective function is established by using weighted method which solves the problem of the selection of indexes and weights under different traffic conditions. Compared with the Webster through examples, the results show that the proposed method is better than the Webster method by calling MATLAB toolbox. Webster total capacity Optimization algorithm total capacity
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